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Even the youngest children can have an easy time learning the alphabet with this charming coloring

book. Each letter of the alphabet is illustrated by an object whose name begins with that letter: for

example "A is for Apple." And the miniature format makes this book perfect for little hands.
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So, I bought this one nearly 2 years ago for our son, who has some developmental delays, to work

on fine motor with his scribbling and multi task in the alphabet at the same time. 2 years later, it's

unused, and I'm getting ready to put it in a donation box. The reason is that I didn't pay any attention

to the reviews on it at the time, and the product description didn't mention the size (ours is about 5 &

1/4 inches by 4 & 1/4 inches), I had just looked at the screen shots of it and liked the pages

themselves. Unfortunately for us, the pages are too small even two years later for this to be

something that our little man can work with. And, we've recently discovered he doesn't do so well

with coloring on white paper anyways because of his visual sensory issues.I'm not rating it lower for

that simply because I think this still has some great features, but might be best for a child over the

age of 3. I like that the letter image isn't obstructed by an illustration, which I think is important for

reinforcing letter recognition. I like that there are two pages per letter and it's set up so that it could

be used as an early reader as it's being colored and after it's colored. For a typically developing



kiddo, they may think it's cool that they can color their very own alphabet book. I think this is

something my daughter would have loved when she was younger. However, my son has enough

struggles with coloring that we need full sized pages, and he couldn't possibly care less at this time

about creating something he could read. Since we're seeing some signs that he's getting

recognition for some of the letters solidified in his super cute noggin (he's non verbal, so all we have

to go on for this is his accuracy in handing me a requested letter), it's not really been useful for us,

hence a pit stop in the donation box. But I think as long as your kiddo is ok with the size, it could be

useful for you, and the size might even make it a good one to travel with.

These are good little coloring books. My 18 month old doesn't care what's on the page yet, but I

appreciate how simple the designs are so she can eventually learn.However, there are some

questionable black and white things, like pandas and zebras. Why are these in a coloring book?

I guess I should have read a little more closely but this book is small. I was expecting to use it for

learning time and now I put it in the diaper bag for when we go out to restaurants. Not what I was

hoping for but my LO still likes it.

Little means LITTLE size. This coloring book is SO NOT worth what I paid. It is so small my

granddaughter had problems coloring in it. I would expect to see this in a dollar store. Bad Quality.

Pay close attention to the dimensions of the book; this book is tiny. I enlarged it on the copier by

quite a bit to create a usable-size (i.e., 8-1/2"x11") worksheet for my young students. Pre-schoolers

may have a hard time coloring the small pages, so I recommend that you enlarge them, too.

Otherwise, I agree with the other reviewer that it would make a nice party favor if it's not going to be

used for other purposes, like in a classroom to supplement an alphabet lesson.

I should have read the review by KierkegaardFanon on July 25, 2007. From that review, I

concur."Pay close attention to the dimensions of the book; this book is tiny."Great idea: "I enlarged it

on the copier by quite a bit to create a usable-size (i.e., 8-1/2"x11") worksheet for my young

students. Pre-schoolers may have a hard time coloring the small pages, so I recommend that you

enlarge them, too. Otherwise, I agree with the other reviewer that it would make a nice party favor if

it's not going to be used for other purposes, like in a classroom to supplement an alphabet lesson"



Too small for a toddler to use. Hard to hold the book open and color at the same time. Not worth the

money, or the effort to return it.

The reviews that say this is small, quite the understatement. This thing is tiny! Like a super mini

coloring book. Definitely not intended for children's use.
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